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Abstract
Many loss functions in representation learning are
invariant under a continuous symmetry transformation. For example, the loss function of word
embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013b) remains unchanged if we simultaneously rotate all word and
context embedding vectors. We show that representation learning models for time series possess
an approximate continuous symmetry that leads
to slow convergence of gradient descent. We propose a new optimization algorithm that speeds
up convergence using ideas from gauge theory in
physics. Our algorithm leads to orders of magnitude faster convergence and to more interpretable
representations, as we show for dynamic extensions of matrix factorization and word embedding
models. We further present an example application of our proposed algorithm that translates
modern words into their historic equivalents.

1. Introduction
Symmetries frequently occur in machine learning. They
express that the loss function of a model is invariant under a certain group of transformations. For example, the
loss function of matrix factorization or word embedding
models remains unchanged if we simultaneously rotate all
embedding vectors with the same rotation matrix. This is
an example of a continuous symmetry, since the rotations
are parameterized by a continuum of real-valued angles.
Sometimes, the symmetry of a loss function is broken, e.g.,
due to the presence of an additional term that violates the
symmetry. For example, this may be a weak regularizer.
In this paper, we show that such symmetry breaking may
induce slow convergence problems in gradient descent, in
particular when the symmetry breaking is weak. We solve
this problem with a new optimization algorithm.

Weak continuous symmetry breaking leads to an illconditioned optimization problem. When a loss function is
invariant under a continuous symmetry, it has a manifold
of degenerate (equivalent) minima. This is usually not a
problem because any such minimum is a valid solution of
the optimization problem. However, adding a small symmetry breaking term to the loss function lifts the degeneracy
and forces the model to prefer one minimum over all others.
As we show, this leads to an ill-conditioned Hessian of the
loss, with a small curvature along symmetry directions and
a large curvature perpendicular to them. The ill-conditioned
Hessian results in slow convergence of gradient descent.
We propose an optimization algorithm that speeds up convergence by separating the optimization in the symmetry
directions from the optimization in the remaining directions.
At regular intervals, the algorithm efficiently minimizes
the small symmetry breaking term in such a way that the
minimization does not degrade the symmetry invariant term.
Symmetries can be broken explicitly, e.g., due to an additional term such as an L1 regularizer in a word embedding
model (Sun et al., 2016). However, perhaps more interestingly, symmetries can also be broken by couplings between
model parameters. This is known as spontaneous symmetry
breaking in the physics community.
One of our main findings is that spontaneous symmetry
breaking occurs in certain time series models, such as dynamic matrix factorizations and dynamic word embedding
models (Lu et al., 2009; Koren, 2010; Charlin et al., 2015;
Bamler & Mandt, 2017; Rudolph & Blei, 2017). In these
models, it turns out that model parameters may be twisted
along the time axis, and that these twists contribute only
little to the loss, thus leading to a small gradient. These low
cost configurations are known in the physics community as
Goldstone modes (Altland & Simons, 2010).
Our contributions are as follows:
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• We identify a broad class of models that suffer from
slow convergence of gradient descent due to Goldstone
modes. We explain both mathematically and pictorially
how Goldstone modes lead to slow convergence.
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• Using ideas from gauge theories in physics, we propose Goldstone Gradient Descent (Goldstone-GD), an
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optimization algorithm that speeds up convergence by
separating the optimization along symmetry directions
from the remaining coordinate directions.
• We evaluate the Goldstone-GD algorithm experimentally with dynamic matrix factorizations and Dynamic
Word Embeddings. We find that Goldstone-GD converges orders of magnitude faster and finds more interpretable embedding vectors than standard gradient
descent (GD) or GD with diagonal preconditioning.
• For Dynamic Word Embeddings (Bamler & Mandt,
2017), Goldstone-GD allows us to find historic synonyms of modern English words, such as “wagon” for
“car”. Without our advanced optimization algorithm,
we were not able to perform this task.

a)

b)

Figure 1. a) The loss ` of a rotationally symmetric model has a
continuum of degenerate minima. b) A Goldstone mode; similar
configurations arise during the optimization of time series models,
and they lead to a slowdown of gradient descent (see Figure 2).

Charlin et al., 2015) and dynamic word embeddings (Bamler & Mandt, 2017; Rudolph & Blei, 2017) generalize these
models to sequential data. These are the models whose
optimization we address in this paper.

Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
related work. In Section 3, we specify the model class
under consideration, introduce concrete example models,
and discuss the slow convergence problem. In Section 4, we
propose the Goldstone-GD algorithm that solves the slow
convergence problem. We report experimental results in
Section 5 and provide concluding remarks in Section 6.

The slow convergence in these models is caused by shallow
directions of the loss function. Popular methods to escape a
shallow valley of a loss function (Duchi et al., 2011; Zeiler,
2012; Kingma & Ba, 2014) use diagonal preconditioning.
As confirmed by our experiments, diagonal preconditioning
does not speed up convergence when the shallow directions
correspond to collective rotations of many model parameters, which are not aligned with the coordinate axes.

2. Related Work

Natural gradients (Amari, 1998; Martens, 2014) are a more
sophisticated form of preconditioning, which has been applied to deep learning (Pascanu & Bengio, 2013) and to variational inference (Hoffman et al., 2013). Our proposed algorithm uses natural gradients in a subspace where they are
cheap to obtain. Different to the Krylov subspace method
(Vinyals & Povey, 2012), we construct the subspace such
that it always contains the shallow directions of the loss.

Our paper discusses continuous symmetries in machine
learning and proposes a new optimization algorithm. In
this section, we summarize related work on both aspects.
Most work on symmetries in machine learning focuses on
discrete symmetries. Convolutional neural networks (LeCun et al., 1998) exploit the discrete translational symmetry
of images. This idea was generalized to arbitrary discrete
symmetries (Gens & Domingos, 2014), to the permutation
symmetry of sets (Zaheer et al., 2017), and to discrete symmetries in graphical models (Bui et al., 2012; Noessner et al.,
2013). Discrete symmetries do not cause an ill-conditioned
optimization problem because they lead to isolated degenerate minima rather than a manifold of degenerate minima.
In this work, we consider models with continuous symmetries. A specialized optimization algorithm for a loss function with a continuous symmetry was presented in (Choi
et al., 1999). Our algorithm applies to a broader class of
models since our assumptions are more permissive. We only
require invariance under a collective rotation of all feature
vectors, and not under independent symmetry transformations of each individual feature. Rotational symmetries have
been identified in deep neural networks (Badrinarayanan
et al., 2015), matrix factorization (Mnih & Salakhutdinov,
2008; Gopalan et al., 2015), linear factor models (Murphy, 2012), and word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a;b;
Pennington et al., 2014; Barkan, 2017). Dynamic matrix
factorizations (Lu et al., 2009; Koren, 2010; Sun et al., 2012;

3. Problem Setting
In this section, we formalize the notion of continuous symmetry breaking (Section 3.1), and we specify the type of
models that we investigate in this paper (Section 3.2). We
then show that the introduced models exhibit a specific type
of symmetry breaking that is generically weak and therefore
leads to slow convergence of gradient descent (Section 3.3).
3.1. Symmetry Breaking in Representation Learning
We formalize the concept of weak continuous symmetry
breaking and show that it leads to an ill-conditioned optimization problem. Figure 1a illustrates the main effects
of a continuous symmetry by means of a small toy model.
The red surface depicts the loss function. Since the loss
is rotationally symmetric, it has a ring of degenerate (i.e.,
equivalent) minima. The purple sphere depicts one arbitrarily chosen minimum. Notice that the loss is flat in the
direction tangential to the ring of degenerate minima (blue
arrows), i.e., its curvature along this direction is zero.
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For a machine learning example, consider factorizing a large
matrix X into the product U > V of two smaller matrices U
and V by minimizing the loss `(U, V ) = ||X − U > V ||22 .
Rotating all columns of U and V by the same orthogonal1
rotation matrix R such that U ← RU and V ← RV does
not change ` since (RU )>RV = U >(R>R)V = U > V .
The continuous rotational symmetry of ` leads to a manifold of degenerate minima, and to a zero eigenvalue of the
Hessian of ` at any of the minima. If (U ∗ , V ∗ ) minimizes `,
then so does (RU ∗ , RV ∗ ) for any rotation matrix R. On
the manifold of degenerate minima, the gradient assumes
the constant value of zero. A constant gradient (first derivative) means that the curvature (second derivative) is zero.
More precisely, the Hessian of ` has a zero eigenvalue for
all eigenvectors that are tangential to the manifold of degenerate minima. Usually, a zero eigenvalue of the Hessian
indicates a maximally ill-conditioned optimization problem,
but this is not an issue here. The zero eigenvalue only means
that convergence within the manifold of degenerate minima
is infinitely slow. This is of no concern since any minimum
is a valid solution of the optimization problem.
A problem arises when the continuous symmetry is weakly
broken, e.g., by adding a small L1 regularizer to the loss.
A sufficiently small regularizer changes the eigenvalues of
the Hessian only slightly, leaving it still poorly conditioned.
However, even if the regularizer has a tiny coefficient, it
lifts the degeneracy and turns the manifold of exactly degenerate minima into a shallow valley with one preferred
minimum. Convergence along this shallow valley is slow
because of the small eigenvalues of the Hessian. This is the
slow convergence problem that we address in this paper. We
present a more natural setup in which the problem occurs in
Sections 3.2-3.3. Our solution, presented in Section 4, is to
separate the optimization in the symmetry directions from
the optimization in the remaining directions.
3.2. Representation Learning for Time Series
We define a broad class of representation learning models
for sequential data, and introduce three example models that
are investigated experimentally in this paper. As we show
in Section 3.3, the models presented here suffer from slow
convergence due to a specific kind of symmetry breaking.
General Model Class. We consider data X ≡ {Xt }t=1:T
that are associated with additional metadata t, such as a time
stamp. For each t, the task is to learn a low dimensional
representation Zt by minimizing what we call a ‘local loss
function’ `(Xt ; Zt ). We add a quadratic regularizer ψ(Z)
that couples the representations Z ≡ {Zt }t=1:T along the
t-dimension. In a Bayesian setup, ψ comes from the log1

>

We call a square matrix R ‘orthogonal’ if R R is the identity.
This is sometimes also called an ‘orthonormal’ matrix.

prior of the model. The total loss function is thus
L(Z) =

T
X

`(Xt ; Zt ) + ψ(Z).

(1)

t=1

For each task t, the representation Zt is a matrix whose
columns are low dimensional embedding vectors. We assume that ` is invariant under a collective rotation of all
columns of Zt : let R be an arbitrary orthogonal rotation
matrix of the same dimension as the embedding space, then
`(Xt ; RZt ) = `(Xt ; Zt ).

(2)

Finally, we consider a specific form of the regularizer ψ
which is quadratic in Z, and which is defined in terms of a
sparse symmetric coupling matrix L ∈ RT ×T :
ψ(Z) = 12 Tr(Z> LZ).

(3)

Here, the matrix-vector multiplications are carried out in
t-space, and the trace runs over the remaining dimensions.
Note that, different to Section 3.1, we do not require ψ to
have a small coefficient. We only require the coupling matrix L to be sparse. In the examples below, L is tridiagonal
and results from a Gaussian Markovian time series prior. In
a more general setup, L = D − A is the Laplacian matrix
of a sparse weighted graph (Poignard et al., 2018). Here,
A is the adjacency matrix, whose entries are the coupling
strengths, and the degree matrix D is diagonal and defined
such that the entries of each row of L sum up to zero.
Equations 1, 2, and 3 specify the problem class of interest in
this paper. The following paragraphs introduce the specific
example models used in our experiments. In Section 3.3,
we show that the sparse coupling in these models leads to
weak continuous symmetry breaking and therefore to slow
convergence of gradient descent (GD).
Model 1: Dense Dynamic Matrix Factorization. Consider the task of factorizing a large matrix Xt into a product
Ut> Vt of two smaller matrices. The latent representation is
the concatenation of the two embedding matrices,
Zt ≡ (Ut , Vt ).

(4)

In a Gaussian matrix factorization, the local loss function is
`(Xt ; Zt ) = − log N (Xt ; Ut> Vt , I)

(5)

In dynamic matrix factorization models, the data X are
observed sequentially at discrete time steps t, and the representations Z capture the temporal evolution of latent embedding vectors. We use a Markovian Gaussian time series
prior with a coupling strength λ, resulting in the regularizer
N T −1

ψ(Z) =

λXX
||zt+1,i − zt,i ||22 .
2 i=1 t=1

(6)
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Here, the vector zt,i is the ith column of the matrix Zt , i.e.,
the ith embedding vector, and N is the number of columns.
The regularizer allows the model to share statistical strength
across time. By multiplying out the square, we find that ψ
has the form of Eq. 3 with a tridiagonal coupling matrix,


1 −1
−1 2 −1





..
..
..
L = λ
(7)
.
.
.
.




−1 2 −1
−1 1
Model 2: Sparse Dynamic Matrix Factorization. In a
sparse matrix factorization, the local loss ` involves only few
components of the matrix Ut> Vt . The latent representation
is again Zt ≡ (Ut , Vt ). We consider a model for movie
ratings where each user rates only few movies. When user i
rates movie j in time step t, we model the log-likelihood to
obtain the binary rating x ∈ {±1} with a logistic regression,
log p(x|ut,i , vt,j ) = log σ(x u>
t,i vt,j )

(8)

with the sigmoid function σ(ξ) = 1/(1 + e−ξ ). Eq. 8 is
the log-likelihood of the rating x of a single movie by a
single user. We obtain the full log-likelihood log p(Xt |Zt )
for time step t by summing over the log-likelihoods of all
ratings observed at time step t. The local loss is
γ
2
(9)
`(Xt ; Zt ) = − log p(Xt |Zt ) + ||Zt ||2 .
2
Here, || · ||2 is the Frobenius norm, and we add a quadratic
regularizer with strength γ since data for some users or
movies may be scarce. We distinguish this local regularizer
from the time series regularizer ψ, given again in Eq. 6, as
the local regularizer does not break the rotational symmetry.
Model 3: Dynamic Word Embeddings. Word embeddings map words from a large vocabulary to a low dimensional representation space such that neighboring words are
semantically similar, and differences between word embedding vectors capture syntactic and semantic relations. We
consider the Dynamic Word Embeddings model (Bamler &
Mandt, 2017), which uses a probabilistic interpretation of
the Skip-Gram model with negative sampling, also known
as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Barkan, 2017), and
combines it with a time series prior. The model is trained on
T text sources with time stamps t, and it assigns two time dependent embedding vectors ut,i and vt,i to each word i from
a fixed vocabulary. The embedding vectors are obtained by
simultaneously factorizing two matrices, which contain socalled positive and negative counts of word-context pairs.
Therefore, the representation Zt ≡ (Ut , Vt ) for each time
step is invariant under orthogonal transformations. The regularizer ψ comes from a time series prior that is a discretized
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, i.e., it combines a random
diffusion process with a local quadratic regularizer.

Figure 2. Goldstone modes and slow convergence of GD in a dynamic matrix factorization with a 3d embedding space (details in
Section 5.1). Colored points in the 3d plots show the evolution of
each embedding vector along the time dimension of the model.

3.3. Symmetry Breaking in Representation Learning
for Time Series
We show that the time series models introduced in Section 3.2 exhibit a variant of the symmetry breaking discussed in Section 3.1. The symmetry breaking in time series
models is generically weak, thus causing slow convergence.
Geometric Picture: Goldstone Modes. Figure 1b graphically illustrates the class of time series representation learning problems introduced in Eq. 1. Each of the seven purple
spheres depicts an embedding vector Zt with a time stamp t
in a rotationally symmetric local loss function ` (red surface). For a simpler visualization, we assume here that the
local loss function is the same for every sphere, and that
each Zt contains only a single embedding vector.
The embedding vectors are coupled via the term ψ in Eq. 1.
We can think of this coupling as springs between neighboring spheres (not drawn) that try to pull the spheres together.
Figure 1b shows a typical configuration that GD may find
after a few update steps. Each embedding Zt minimizes its
local loss `. However, the chain is not yet contracted to a
single point, which reflects a deviation from the minimum of
the total loss L. Such a configuration is called a Goldstone
mode in the physics literature (Altland & Simons, 2010).
As we show below, the gradient of the total loss is suppressed in a Goldstone mode (Goldstone theorem) (Altland
& Simons, 2010). This leads to slow convergence of GD,
as we illustrate in Figure 2. The 3d plots show snapshots
of the embedding space in a Gaussian dynamic matrix factorization with T = 30 time stamps and a 3d representation
space (details in Section 5.1). Each color corresponds to
an embedding vector. Points of equal color show the same
embedding vector at different time stamps t.
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In this toy experiment, the local loss ` is again identical
for all time stamps. Thus, in the optimum, the embedding
vectors at different times should be the same, so that the
trajectories contract to single points. We see that GD (top
row of 3d plots) takes a long time for the chains to contract,
while our algorithm finds the optimum much faster.

Algorithm 1: Goldstone Gradient Descent (Goldstone-GD)

1
2

Formal Picture: Eigenvalues of the Hessian. Goldstone
modes decay slowly in GD because the gradient of the total
loss L is suppressed in a Goldstone mode. This can be seen
by analyzing the eigenvalues of the Hessian H of L at its
minimum. For a configuration Z that is close to the true
minimum Z∗ , the gradient is approximately H(Z − Z∗ ).
The Hessian of L in Eq. 1 is the sum of the Hessians of the
local loss functions ` plus the Hessian of the regularizer ψ.
As discussed in Section 3.1, the Hessians of ` all have exact
zero eigenvalues along the symmetry directions. Within
this nullspace, only the Hessian H(ψ) of the regularizer ψ
remains. From Eq. 3, we find H(ψ) = IN ×N ⊗ Id×d ⊗ L
where ⊗ is the tensor product, and IN ×N and Id×d are identity matrices in the input and embedding space, respectively.
Thus, H(ψ) has the same eigenvalues as the Laplacian matrix L of the coupling graph, each with multiplicity N d.
Since the rows of L sum up to zero, L has a zero eigenvalue
for the eigenvector (1, . . . , 1)> . This is a consequence of
the fact that, despite the symmetry breaking regularizer ψ,
the total loss L is still invariant if we rotate all embeddings Z
by the same orthogonal matrix. As discussed in Section 3.1,
this remaining symmetry leads to zero eigenvalues of the
Hessian, but these do not induce slow convergence of GD.
The speed of convergence of GD is governed by the lowest
nonzero eigenvalue of the Hessian, and therefore of L. In
a Markovian time series model, L in Eq. 7 couples only
neighbors along a chain of length T . Its lowest nonzero
eigenvalue is 2λ(1 − cos(π/T )) (de Abreu, 2007), which
vanishes as O(1/T 2 ) for large T . Thus, even if the coupling
strength λ is large, the gradient of ψ is suppressed for the
corresponding eigenvectors, i.e., the Goldstone modes. A
more general model may couple tasks t along a sparse graph
other than a chain. The second lowest eigenvalue of the
Laplacian matrix L of a graph is called the algebraic connectivity (de Abreu, 2007), and it is small in sparse graphs.
This makes the optimization problem ill-conditioned.

Loss function L of the form of Eqs. 1-3;
learning rate ρ; integer hyperparameters k1 and k2
Output: Local minimum of L.
Initialize model parameters Z randomly
Initialize gauge fields Γ̃ ← 0
repeat
repeat k1 times
Set Z ← Z − ρ∇Z L(Z)
. gradient step in full parameter space
end
Obtain M and ρ0 from Eqs. 15 and 17
. transformation to symmetry subspace
repeat k2 times
Set Γ̃ ← Γ̃ − ρ0 L+ ∇Γ̃ L00 (Γ̃; M)
. natural gradient step in symmetry subspace
end
∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T }
Set Zt ← Zt + (Γ̃t − Γ̃t> )Zt
. transformation back to full parameter space
until convergence

Input:

3
4
5

6

7
8

9

Eqs. 1-3. The main idea is to periodically minimize the
symmetry breaking regularizer ψ more efficiently than GD,
without degrading the symmetry invariant part of the loss.
We alternate between this specialized minimization of ψ
(lines 7-8 in Algorithm 1) and standard GD on the full loss
function L (lines 4-5). Switching between the two types of
updates involves an overhead due to coordinate transformations (lines 6 and 9). We therefore always perform several
updates of each type in a row (hyperparameters k1 and k2 ).
Algorithm 1 presents Goldstone-GD in its simplest form.
It is straight-forward to combine it with adaptive learning
rates and minibatch sampling, see experiments in Section 5.
4.1. Optimization in the Symmetry Subspace
We explain lines 6-9 of Algorithm 1. These steps minimize
the total loss function L(Z) while restricting updates of
the model parameters Z to symmetry transformations. Let
R ≡ {Rt }t=1:T denote T orthogonal matrices. The task is
to minimize the following auxiliary loss function over R,
L0 (Z; R) ≡ L(R1 Z1 , . . . ,RT ZT )−L(Z1 , . . . ,ZT ) (10)

In this section, we present our solution to the slow convergence problem that we identified in Section 3.3. Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed Goldstone Gradient
Descent (Goldstone-GD) algorithm. We lay out details in
Section 4.1, and discuss hyperparameters in Section 4.2.

with the nonlinear constraint Rt>Rt = I ∀t. If R∗ minimizes L0 , then updating Zt ← Rt∗ Zt decreases the loss L
by eliminating all Goldstone modes. The second term on
the right-hand side of Eq. 10 does not influence the minimization as it is independent of R. Subtracting this term
makes L0 independent of the local loss functions `: by using
Eqs. 1-2, we can write L0 in terms of only the regularizer ψ,

The algorithm minimizes a loss function L of the form of

L0 (Z; R) = ψ(R1 Z1 , . . . ,RT ZT )−ψ(Z1 , . . . ,ZT ). (11)

4. Goldstone Gradient Descent
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Artificial Gauge Fields. We turn the constrained minimization of L0 over R into an unconstrained minimization
using a result from the theory of Lie groups (Hall, 2015).
Every special orthogonal matrix Rt ∈ SO(d) is the matrix
exponential of a skew symmetric d × d matrix Γt . Here,
skew symmetry means that Γt> = −Γt , and the matrix exponential function exp(·) is defined by its series expansion,
Rt = exp(Γt ) ≡ I + Γt +

1 2
1
Γt + Γt3 + . . .
2!
3!

(12)

which is not to be confused with the componentwise exponential of Γt (the term Γt2 in Eq. 12 is the matrix product
of Γt with itself, not the componentwise square). Eq. 12
follows from the Lie group–Lie algebra correspondence for
the Lie group SO(d) (Hall, 2015). Note that Rt is close to
the identity I if the entries of Γt are small. To enforce skew
symmetry of Γt , we parameterize it via the skew symmetric
part of an unconstrained d × d matrix Γ̃t , i.e.,
Γt = Γ̃t − Γ̃t> .

(13)

We call the components of Γ̃ ≡ {Γ̃t }t=1:T the gauge fields,
invoking an analogy to gauge theory in physics.
Taylor Expansion in the Gauge Fields. Eqs. 12-13 parameterize a valid rotation matrix Rt in terms of an arbitrary
d × d matrix Γ̃t . This turns the constrained minimization
of L0 into an unconstrained one. However, the matrixexponential function in Eq. 12 is numerically expensive,
and its derivative is complicated because the group SO(d)
is non-abelian. We simplify the problem by introducing an
approximateion. As the model parameters Z approach the
minimum of L, the optimal rotations R∗ that minimize L0
converge to the identity, and thus the gauge fields converge
to zero. In this limit, the approximation becomes exact.
We approximate the auxiliary loss function L0 by a second
order Taylor expansion L00 . In detail, we truncate Eq. 12
after the term quadratic in Γt and insert the truncated series
into Eq. 11. We multiply out the quadratic form in the
prior ψ, Eq. 3, and neglect again all terms of higher than
quadratic order in Γ. Using the skew symmetry of Γt and
the symmetry of the Laplacian matrix L = D − A, we find



X
1
L00 (Γ̃; M) =
Att0 Tr Γt0 + (Γt0 −Γt )Γt Mtt0 (14)
2
0
t,t

where the trace runs over the embedding space, and for each
t, t0 ∈ {1, . . . , T }, we define the matrix Mtt0 ∈ Rd×d ,
Mtt0 ≡

N
X

zt,i zt>0 ,i .

(15)

i=1

We evaluate the matrices Mtt0 on line 6 in Algorithm 1.
Note that the adjacency matrix A is sparse, and that we only
need to obtain those matrices Mtt0 for which Att0 6= 0.

We describe the numerical minimization of L00 below.
∗
Once we obtain gauge fields Γ̃ that minimize L00 , the
optimal update step for the model parameters would be
Zt ← exp(Γ̃t∗ − Γ̃t∗> )Zt . For efficiency, we truncate the
matrix exponential function exp(·) after the linear term, resulting in line 9 of Algorithm 1. We do not reset the gauge
fields Γ̃ to zero after updating Z, so that the next minimization of L00 starts with preinitialized Γ̃. This turned out to
speed up convergence in our experiments, possibly because
Γ̃ acts like a momentum in the symmetry subspace.
Natural Gradients. Lines 7-8 in Algorithm 1 minimize
L00 over the gauge fields Γ̃ using GD. We speed up convergence using the fact that L00 depends only on the prior ψ
and not on `. Since we know the Hessian of ψ, we can use
natural gradients (Amari, 1998), resulting in the update step
Γ̃ ← Γ̃ − ρ0 L+ ∇Γ̃ L00 (Γ̃; M)

(16)

where ρ0 is a constant learning rate and L+ is the pseudoinverse of the Laplacian matrix L. We obtain L+ by taking
the eigendecomposition of L and inverting the eigenvalues,
except for the single zero eigenvalue corresponding to (irrelevant) global rotations, which we leave at zero. L+ has
to be obtained only once before entering the training loop.
Learning Rate. We find that we can automatically set ρ0
in Eq. 16 to a value that leads to fast convergence,
1 X
1
2
with hZ 2 i ≡
||zt,i ||2 . (17)
ρ0 =
2
T N hZ i
T N d t,i
We arrive at this choice of learning rate by estimating the
Hessian of L00 . The preconditioning with L+ in Eq. 16
takes into account the structure of the Hessian in t-space,
which enters L00 in Eq. 14 via the adjacency matrix A. The
remaining factor Mtt0 , defined in Eq. 15, is quadratic in the
components of Z and linear in N . This suggests a learning
rate ρ0 ∝ 1/(N hZ 2 i). We find empirically for large models
that the t-dependency of Mtt0 leads to a small mismatch
between L and the Hessian of L00 . The more conservative
choice of learning rate in Eq. 17 leads to fast convergence
of the gauge fields in all our experiments.
4.2. Hyperparameters
Goldstone-GD has two integer hyperparameters, k1 and k2 ,
which control the frequency of execution of each operation.
Table 1 lists the computational complexity of each operation, assuming that the sparse adjacency matrix A has O(T )
nonzero entries, as is the case in Markovian time series
models (Eq. 7). Note that the embedding dimension d is
typically orders of magnitude smaller than the input dimension N . Therefore, update steps in the symmetry subspace
(line 8) are cheap. In our experiments, we always set k1 and
k2 such that the overhead from lines 6-9 is less than 10%.

L O PERATION

C OMPLEXITY

5
6
8
9

model dependent
O(T N d2 )
O(T d3 + T 2 d2 )
O(T N d2 )

gradient step in full param. space
transformation to symmetry space
nat. grad. step in symmetry space
transformation to full param. space

#
×k1
×1
×k2
×1

5. Experiments
We evaluate the proposed Goldstone-GD optimization algorithm on the three example models introduced in Section 3.2.
We compare Goldstone-GD to standard GD, to AdaGrad
(Duchi et al., 2011), and to Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014).
Goldstone-GD converges orders of magnitude faster and fits
more interpretable word embeddings.
5.1. Visualizing Goldstone Modes With Artificial Data
Model and Data Preparation. We fit the dynamic Gaussian matrix factorization model defined in Eqs. 4-6 in Section 3.2 to small scale artificial data. In order to visualize
Goldstone modes in the embedding space we choose an
embedding dimension of d = 3 and, for this experiment
only, we fit the model to time independent-data. This allows
us to monitor convergence since we know that the matrices
Ut∗ and Vt∗ that minimize the loss are also time-independent.
We generate artificial data for the matrix X ∈ R10×10 by
drawing the components of two matrices Ū , V̄ ∈ R3×10
from a standard normal distribution, forming Ū > V̄ , and
adding uncorrelated Gaussian noise with variance 10−3 . We
use T = 30 time steps and a coupling strength of λ = 10.
Hyperparameters. We train the model with standard GD
(baseline) and with Goldstone-GD with k1 = 50 and k2 =
10. We find fastest convergence for the baseline method
if we clip the gradients to an interval [−ḡ, ḡ] and use a
decreasing learning rate ρs = ρ0 (s̄/(s + s̄))0.7 despite the
noise-free gradient. Here, s is the training step. We optimize
the hyperparameters for fastest convergence in the baseline
and find ḡ = 0.01, ρ0 = 1, and s̄ = 100.
Results. Figure 2 compares convergence in the two algorithms. We discussed the figure at the end of Section 3.3. In
summary, Goldstone-GD converges an order of magnitude
faster even in this small scale setup that allows only for
three different kinds of Goldstone modes (the skew symmetric gauge fields Γt have only d(d − 1)/2 = 3 independent
parameters). Once the minimization finds minima of the
local losses `, differences in the total loss L between the
two algorithms are small since Goldstone modes contribute
only little to L (this is why they decay slowly in GD).

Regularizer ψ
[×106 ]

Table 1. Runtimes of operations in Goldstone-GD (L=line in Algorithm 1; #=frequency of execution; T =no. of time steps; N =input
dimension; d=embedding dimension; k1 , k2 =hyperparameters).

Total loss L
[×106 ]
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Goldstone-GD (proposed)
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Figure 3. Training curves for MovieLens recommendations using
sparse dynamic matrix factorization. Curves for three different random initializations are indistinguishable at this scale. Horizontal
axis not accounting for a 1% runtime overhead in Goldstone-GD.

5.2. MovieLens Recommendations
Model and Data Set. We fit the sparse dynamic Bernoulli
factorization model defined in Eqs. 6-9 in Section 3.2 to
the Movielens 20M data set2 (Harper & Konstan, 2016).
We use embedding dimension d = 30, coupling strength
λ = 10, and regularizer γ = 1. The data set consists of
20 million reviews of 27,000 movies by 138,000 users with
time stamps from 1995 to 2015. We binarize the ratings by
splitting at the median, discarding ratings at the median, and
we slice the remaining 18 million data points into T = 100
time bins of equal duration. We split randomly across all
bins into 50% training, 20% validation, and 30% test set.
Baseline and Hyperparameters. We compare the proposed Goldstone-GD algorithm to GD with AdaGrad (Duchi
et al., 2011) with a learning rate prefactor of 1 obtained from
cross-validation. Similar to Goldstone-GD, AdaGrad is designed to escape shallow valleys of the loss, but it uses only
diagonal preconditioning. We compare to Goldstone-GD
with k1 = 100 and k2 = 10, using the same AdaGrad
optimizer for update steps in the full parameter space.
Results. The additional operations in Goldstone-GD lead
to a 1% overhead in runtime. The upper panel in Figure 3
shows training curves for the loss L using the baseline (purple) and Goldstone-GD (green). The loss L drops faster in
Goldstone-GD, but differences in terms of the full loss L are
small because the local loss functions ` are much larger than
the regularizer ψ in this experiment. The lower panel of Figure 3 shows only ψ. Both algorithms converge to the same
value of ψ, but Goldstone-GD converges at least an order of
magnitude faster. The difference in value is small because
Goldstone modes contribute little to ψ. They can, however,
have a large influence on the parameter values, as we show
next in experiments with Dynamic Word Embeddings.
2
https://grouplens.org/datasets/
movielens/20m/
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Table 2. Word aging: We translate modern words to the year 1800 using the shared representation space of Dynamic Word Embeddings.
Q UERY

G OLDSTONE -GD

BASELINE

car
computer
DNA
electricity
tuberculosis

boat, saddle, canoe, wagon, box
perspective, telescope, needle, mathematical, camera
potassium, chemical, sodium, molecules, displacement
vapor, virus, friction, fluid, molecular
chronic, paralysis, irritation, disease, vomiting

shell, roof, ceiling, choir, central
organism, disturbing, sexual, rendering, bad
operates, differs, sharing, takes, keeps
exercising, inherent, seeks, takes, protect
trained, uniformly, extinguished, emerged, widely

5.3. Dynamic Word Embeddings

Results. By eliminating Goldstone modes, Goldstone-GD
makes word embeddings comparable across the time dimension of the model. We demonstrate this in Table 2, which
shows the result of ‘aging’ modern words, i.e., translating
them from modern English to the English language of the
year 1800. For each query word i, we report the five words
i0 whose embedding vectors ui0,1 at the first time step (year
1800) have largest overlap with the embedding vector ui,T
of the query word at the last time step (year 2008). Overlap
is measured in cosine distance (normalized scalar product),
between the means of ui,T and ui0,1 under the variational
distribution.
Goldstone-GD finds words that are plausible for the year
1800 while still being related to the query (e.g., means of
transportation in a query for ‘car’). By contrast, the baseline method fails to find plausible results. Figure 4 provides
more insight into the failure of the baseline method. It shows
histograms of the cosine distance between word embeddings
3
http://storage.googleapis.com/books/
ngrams/books/datasetsv2.html

count

Model and Data Set. We perform variational inference
(Ranganath et al., 2014) in Dynamic Word Embeddings
(DWE), see Section 3.2. We fit the model to digitized books
from the years 1800 to 2008 in the Google Books corpus3
(Michel et al., 2011) (approximately 1010 words). We follow (Bamler & Mandt, 2017) for data preparation, resulting
in a vocabulary size of 10,000, a training set of T = 188
time step, and a test set of 21 time steps. The DWE paper
proposes two inference algorithms: filtering and smoothing.
We use the smoothing algorithm, which has better predictive performance than filtering but suffers from Goldstone
modes. We set the embedding dimension to d = 100 due
to hardware constraints and train for 10,000 steps using an
Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with a decaying prefactor of the adaptive learning rate, ρs = ρ0 (s̄/(s + s̄))0.7 ,
where s is the training step, ρ0 = 0.1, and s̄ = 1000. We
find that this leads to better convergence than a constant prefactor. All other hyperparameters are the same as in (Bamler
& Mandt, 2017). We compare the baseline to Goldstone-GD
using the same learning rate schedule and k1 = k2 = 10,
which leads to an 8% runtime overhead.

600
400

Goldstone-GD
baseline

200
−0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
cosine distance between word embeddings from 1800 to 2008

Figure 4. Cosine distance between word embeddings from the first
and last year of the training data in Dynamic Word Embeddings.

ui,1 and ui,T for the same word i from the first to the last
time step. In Goldstone-GD (green), most embeddings have
a large overlap because the meaning of most words does not
change drastically over time. By contrast, in the baseline
(purple), no embeddings overlap by more than 60% between
1800 and 2008, and some embeddings even change their orientation (negative overlap). We explain this counterintuitive
result with the presence of Goldstone modes, i.e., the entire
embedding spaces are rotated against each other.
For a quantitative comparison, we evaluate the predictive
log-likelihood of the test set under the posterior mean, and
find slightly better predictive performance with GoldstoneGD (−0.5317 vs. −0.5323 per test point). The improvement is small because the training set is so large that the
influence of the symmetry breaking regularizer is dwarfed
in all but the symmetry directions by the log-likelihood of
the data. The main advantage of Goldstone-GD are the more
interpretable embeddings, as demonstrated in Table 2.

6. Conclusions
We identified a slow convergence problem in representation
learning models with a continuous symmetry and a Markovian time series prior, and we solved the problem with a new
optimization algorithm, Goldstone-GD. The algorithm separates the minimization in the symmetry subspace from the
remaining coordinate directions. Our experiments showed
that Goldstone-GD converges orders of magnitude faster
and fits more interpretable embedding vectors, which can be
compared across the time dimension of a model. Since continuous symmetries are common in representation learning,
we believe that gauge theories and, more broadly, the theory
of Lie groups are more widely useful in machine learning.
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